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Abstract 
A graph can specify the skeletal structure of an idea, onto which 
meaning can be added by interpreting the structure. 
This paper considers graphs (but not hypergraphs) consisting of four 
nodes, and suggests meanings that can be associated with several 
different directed and undirected graphs. 
Drawing on Bennett's "systematics," specifically on the Tetrad that 
systematics offers as a model of 'activity,' the analysis here formalizes 
and augments the systematics account and shows that the Tetrad is a 




• The Tetrad of Systematics; Applications 





Numbers of undirected/directed tetradic graphs 
• For tetradic graphs, there are 6 dyadic links 
• If links are undirected, undirec7 
• each link can be present or absent 
• There are 26 = 64 undirected structures absent 
• If links are directed, 
• each link has possible 2 directions or is absent 
• There are 36 = 729 directed structures 




• The Tetrad of Systematics; Applications 
- System and terms 
- Interplays and partitions 
- Hierarchy 





Figure 1 Tetrad (Bennett 1966) 
• Four-term System: TETRAD 
D goar 
• Systemic Attribute: ACTIVITY ,, 
// " 
• Term Designation: SOURCE // ~"-
/ '...... 
• Term Characters: 
MOTIVATIONAL: 
OPERATIONAL 
C direction : )' B instrument 
........ /"' ...... /. 
'10..... / 
' / 
""'.... / "-....v/ 
A groLnd 
ground (actual) (A) 
goal (ideal) (D) 
direction (theoretical) (C) 
instrument (practical) (B) 
• 1st Order Connectivities: INTERPLAYS (6 lines in diagram) 
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Notation & nomenclature 
• "Relation" = "link" = "interplay" 
• AB:BC:CD is an example of an undirected graph; all 3 relations have 
no direction. 
• AB:BC:CD includes A~s~c~o, A~B~c~o, & also 6 other 
different directed structures. AB:BC:CD = DC:CB:BA 
• AB:BC:CD is an example of a directed graph; all 3 relations have 
directions specified by the order of the variables 
• AB:BC:CD means A~B~C~D; DC:CB:BA means A~B~C~D 
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• The Tetrad of Systematics; Applications 
- Systems and terms 
- Interplays and partitions 
- Hierarchy 





Table 2 Interplays 
ground-goal AD Motivation 
ground-direction AC Governance 
ground-instrument AB Skill 
goal-direction DC (suggested here: Understanding) 
goal-instrument DB Integrity 
direction-'instrument CB Operation 
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Figure 2 Partitions 2:2 
D goal 
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B instrum e:nt 
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already existent vs ideal 
controlling vs controlled 
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Figure 3 Partitions 3: 1 
[I goal J go:i.1 
C :lir eci :rn 3 inff.n.l-nent G direction B in&r"J.m ::nt 
A g:-crn.d A ground 
(~ ABC:D ~b) A:BCJ 
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Figure 4 Arrow impossibility theorem 
EG.A.LIT J\R~N 
goal-ideal 
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• The Tetrad of Systematics; Applications 
- Systems and terms 
- Interplays and partitions 
-Hierarchy 





Figure 5 Hierarchy 
D goal 




Table 4 Parsons' systems of action 
Action 
Pattern Maintenance Cultural System 
social system 




Social System Community 
Personality System Polity 
Behavioral Organism Economy 
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Table 5 Planning hierarchy 
Bennett Ozbekhan 
goal Self-Organizing Level (Normative) policy making 
direction Optimizing & Learning Level (Strategic) executive decision making 
instrument Control Level (Operational) administrative functions 
ground Process 
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Figure 7 Scientific categories 
(a) utilit~ ., 
...... ... 










• The Tetrad of Systematics; Applications 
• Other Directed Tetrads 
• Leading parts 










Co mm unily \\J Jo' polity C ornm unity"''\ 1.7 Polity 
NATION.ALISM ~/ '°'~ ~ ·. TOTALIT!iRIANISM 
Culture 
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Figure 9 Negative feedback (thermostat) as Tetrad 
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"? in strum en t 
/' 
ground 
This system is named by its direction component. 
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• Introduction 
• The T etrad of Systematics 
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Figure 11 Control, problem solving 
goal 
/ 




direction : -- - ··· ·.instrument " ~ "" / 
ground 
(":::i) Problem solving 
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- Table 6 Evolutionary genesis of control 
Stages 




Hunt & stick regulation 
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Higher organisms; McLean's triune brain 
emotion 
intellect ·*-%Mt•'M*¥MLW&ftef%,.WK%-~(~ instinct 
body 
pal e0-m amm ali an. 
brain 
neo-m amm ali ~ If- I ) rep~i an 

















































































































Synchronic adaptive failure 
goal (i de al) 
2 Errors in specifying what should be 
direction (theoretical) ~ 
3. Errors in specifying instnnnent (practical) 
how to achieve what -....,.._ 4 Errors in implementation 
should be 
ground (actual) 
1 Errors in specifying what is 
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Figure 13 Diachronic adaptive failure (Diamond) 
goal (i de al) 
3 Failure to respond 
direction:. (tl1eoretic al) / 
~-
1 Failure to anticipate 
----- i /'ti:;; lt"Uf'l'U::! nt (pI i::f.L:L.i L: ill) 
/' 4 Failure to be effective 
.. 
ground (actual) 
~ ..b- ail ure to perceive 
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• The T etrad of Systematics 






• This paper is a direct result of many stimulating discussions of the 
author with Anthony Blake; the author's debt to him is more 
extensive than citations can reflect. 
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